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Description

Patented June 22, 1954 2,681,863 PLASTER COMPOSITIONS AND PRODUCTS 7 Michele. Croce and Clarence G.

Evanston, Ill., assig'iors tavern-in rt ucts Corporation, Ardmore, Pa., a corporation of Maryland No Drawing. Application July 7, 1951, Serial No. 235,666

9 Claims.

This invention relates to plaster compositions and to products made from such compositions.

Where plaster compositions have been utilized in the past to produce either plastered walls, plaster wallboard, or plaster casts of various kinds, the resulting casts have
in most instances been relatively hard to handle and use because of the relatively frangible character of the plaster composition after setting in the cast or �nished form.
Since such plaster compositions have been utilized in making plaster walls or wallboard for use in building, efforts have been made in many different ways to render such
plaster casts or plaster walls or wallboard more resistant to cracking and to make these products more resistant to rough handling and more readily workable in the usual
building operations and uses. For example, in wallboard and plaster walls, after they have been put in place, it is quite important that the walls be readily workable insofar
as the pounding of nails and the like into such walls may be concerned.

In an effort to impart more desirable physical characteristics to plaster walls and wallboard, such as resistance to sudden, localized forces, many different ways or
expedients have been employed. For example, the plaster composition utilized in the making of wallboards has in many instances been made so as to incorporate a fairly
large percentage of �brous organic material such as sawdust, sisal �bers, paper pulp and the like. Study of such prior gypsum plaster wallboard indicates that while
these expedients serve to increase the nailability, certain disadvantages are encountered, and particularly it is found that the relatively high percentage of such �ller or the

Claims (2)

1. IN A METHOD OF PRODUCING GYPSUM PLASTER CASTS, THE STEPS COMPRISING INTRODUCING SHORT SECTIONS OF TEXTILE GLASS STRANDS INTO A GYPSUM
PLASTER, EACH STRAND SECTION COMPRISING A PLURALITY OF SUBSTANTIALLY STRAIGHT, RESILIENT, TEXTILE GLASS FILAMENTS, SAID FILAMENTS BEIGN
SUFFICIENTLY WEAKLY BONDED INTO SAID STRAND SECTION TO BE CAPABLE OF READY SEPARATION THEREFROM DURING AGITATION WITH SAID PLASTER, AND
AGITATING SAID SECTIONS AND SAID PLASTER TO REDUCE SAID STRAND SECTIONS TO THEIR INDIVIDUAL FILAMENTS, SAID AGITATION CONTINUING UNTIL SAID
INDIVIDUAL FILAMENTS ARE INDIVIDUALLY AND UNIFROMLY DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT SAID GYPSUM PLASTER.

7. A COMPOSTION CONVERTIBLE BY WATER ADDITION AND MIXING TO A MOLDABLE AND SETTABLE PLASTIC MASS, SAID COMPOSITION COMPRISING CALCINED GYPSUM
PLASTER AS THE MAJOR INGREDIENT AND SHORT SECTIONS OF GLASS TEXTILE STRANDS EACH COMPOSED OF SUNSTANTIALLY STRAIGHT, RESILIENT, FLEXIBLE,
INDIVIDUAL TEXTILE GLASS FILAMENTS, BOUND INTO SAID STRAND SECTIONS BY A WATER SOFTENABLE BINDER, SAID FILAMENTS LYING CLOSELY TOGETHER IN
SUBSTANTIALLY PARALLEL RELATIONSHIP IN SAID SECTIONS, AND THE BONDING OF SAID FILAMENTS BEING SUFFICIENTLY WEAK TO ENABLE SEPARATION OF SAID
FILAMENTS FROM SAID SECTIONS AND DISPERSAL THEREOF INDIVIDUALLY THROUGHOUT SAID PLASTER AS AN INCIDENT TO AGITATION FOR MIXING SAID SECTIONS
AND PLASTER IN THE PRESENCE OF WATER.
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like that must be used in such instances serves to correspondingly reduce the amount of plaster that is used, and the resulting plaster wall or wallboard possesses less
strength than is desirable to resist the stresses and strains applied to such structures.

Another characteristic that is extremely desirable in plaster compositions that are used for building purposes is the workability of the resulting cast insofar as sawing or
cutting may be concerned after the plaster has hardened or been put in place. For example, normal building construction in many instances requires that an opening be
cut into a plaster or plasterboard wall so that an electrical outlet box may be mounted in position, and this opening must in many instances be cut into the ceiling of a
room. In such instances it is found with conventional plaster compositions that there is a tendency for the plaster to break away from and at an angle to the line upon
which the cut is to be made, and there is also a tendency for the plaster to break apart into �ne dust, and this breaking and dusting, of course, is undesirable, particularly
when the work is being done in a home or the like that is occupied.

m use Shuttleworth,

'e� Prodused, and it is an important object of the present invention to enable the physical characteristics such as resistance to shock, nailability, �exibility, strength and
similar characteristics of plaster casts to be enhanced in a simple and economical manner and in such a.way that ready workability of the set composition is attained.
Another and related object of the' invention is to accomplish this in such a way that the mixing and forming operations that must be applied to the plaster composition
may be readily and easily performed.

It should be observed also that in some instances asbestos has been used in plaster. In one such use the asbestos �ber has been added to plaster primarily to improve
the plaster workability or trowelling characteristics while in another instance, in the Croce Patent No. 2,526,066, such asbestos �ber was added as a means for retaining
an expansive component of the plaster composition in place in the set cast. In each case the amount of asbestos was quite high, and the Water absorptive capacity of
the asbestos has increased the drying time of casts thus made.

Another important and desirable physical attribute in plaster casts, walls, and wallboard is high resistance to cracking due to settling stresses or �re, and to enable a
marked improvement to be attained in respect to this important physical characteristic of plaster casts and the like is another important object of this invention. Another
and related object is to enable plaster compositions to attain such improved resistance to cracking and breaking when used in the ordinary manner to produce casts,
walls, wallboard and the like.

When plaster wallboard is put in place on walls or ceilings, it is secured in place by fastening elements such as nails, clips, screws or the like, and the permanence of such
fastening is dependent in a large measure upon the shearing strength of the wallboard at its line of engagement with such fastening element. This area of critical
shearing strength has often constituted the point of �rst failure in such walls or ceilings, and it is therefore another important object to so constitute a plaster
composition that plaster walls or wallboard made therefrom will exhibit a materially increased shearing strength; and a related object is to accomplish this in a simple
and expeditious manner.

uncut? W using added mixing water, with its resulting reduction in strength and increase in drying time for the casts, coupled with the further fact that the organic �bers
constitute a �re hazard in a manufacturing plant, and that such organic �bers disintegrate at relatively low temperatures. Such disadvantages are eliminated under the
present invention by affording a gypsum plaster composition which utilizes drawn textile glass �bers as a bodying and strengthening component in such a way and with
such e�iciency as to be economically practical and in such a way that the mixing and forming, shaping and drying operations in respect to the mixed plaster or slurry may
be readily and easily performed.

It is well recognized that the use of plaster or plaster wallboard as a wall surfacing in buildings serves as a protection against the destructive action of �re, and many
efforts have been made to increase the �re resistant or �re retardant action of gypsum plaster walls. Such efforts have in most instances centered about the character of
the lathing employed, while in another instance a heat-expansive material has been added to the plaster to compensate for heatinduced shrinkage of the plaster in the
event of �re, as described in the aforesaid Croce patent. It is another important object of the present invention to enable high-�re retardant characteristics to be attained
in plaster compositions and products in an improved and simpli�ed manher, and related object is to attain this result with the minimum of additives so as to thereby
enble the maximum ratio of plaster to be used.

At the outset it should be noted that suggestions have heretofore been made concerning the use of wool, and separation of individual �bers from the mass is quite
di�lcult because of the curled and interlaced or matter relationship of the �bers in the mass. Such separation of individual �bers from the mass is also rendered di�cult
by reason of the relatively low physical strength characteristics of the blown �bers which bend quite easily and tend either to retain their bent form or to break at the
bend.

m The drawn textile glass �bers are on the other hand, produced as continuous �laments, each of which is discharged in a molten state through an ori�ce and is
attenuated by winding on a high speed winding drum. In the production, winding and handling of drawn glass �bers or �laments it is essential that a great many such
extremely �ne �lm ents be grouped into strands each containing from one hundred to several hundred individual �laments so that the forces that are necessarily involved
in the high speed handling will not cause breakage of the �laments. Be-

cause of such grouping the abrasive character 9 f the glass makes it necessitatestratum ments mrevent abradmg action between tnF btetwnenmstrandsthatformthero
ills- Such protective coating material is usually termed the bonding material although the actual bonding action in the case of some of the commonly used coating
materials such as a starch coating is relatively slight, so that the �bers or �laments may in such instances be said to be loosely bonded or loosely associated. In other
instances, the coating material may be of such a character as to hold the �laments of the strand quite permanently together and some thermoplastic resins when used
as the bonding material act to proglass �bers, glass wool or mineral wool h tifaulic cement mixture� E g5L La3 T -f' iX RUTEFTUFTEXERJICIILQJ)! s rengthening purposes
duce suchastrong bondinthe strand.

'u'ti'iiliprior's'�ggestions along this li�e hav been found to be unworkable in a commercial sense, particularly insofar as plaster molds, casts, walls and wallboard were
concerned. This impracticability of such prior suggestions has resulted from the tendency of the glass �bers or mineral wool to form agglomerate masses or balls in the
mixed plaster or slurry, as contrasted with the desired dispersal of the �bers uniformly throughout the mixture. In contrast to such objectionable action of glass wool or
mineral wool as suggested in the prior art, the present invention attains substantially complete and uniform dispersal of glass �bers in gypsum plaster slurry so as to
thereby attain a radical improvement in the desirable physical characteristics of the resulting casts, and this is attained at a relatively low cost and in such a way as to
simplify and fa cilitate the manufacturing and other operations involved in the mixing and forming of the slurry.

Glass �bers may be classi�ed generally in two main categories or groups as blown glass �bers or as drawn textile glass �bers, and while these classi�cations are based
upon the method of production of the �bers, there also are many de�nite and important distinctions between such groups -as to physical characteristics and properties
of the �bers as well as in the relationship of the individual �bers to each other. Thus. blown glass �bers are formed by steam blowing of a molten glass stream to
attenuate the stream into small diameter �bers, and such �bers take a form known generally as glass wool or mineral wool in that the �bers are not straight and are
interlaced in a random relation with each other. The �ber length may vary considerably in such glass Under the present invention, resort is had to the use of the more
costly drawn textile glass �bers that are loosely bonded or loosely associated and by attainin complete dispersion of such �bers in the mixture in the manner de- 45
scribed hereinafter, the full strengthening and bodying effect of each of the individual �bers isrealized with the net effect that the quantity or proportion of the drawn
glass �bers is minimized and the use of the costly �ber is rendered pracs tical in an economic sense.



The drawn glass �ber component of the plaster composition is afforded by a small percentage of drawn textile glass �bers cut into short lengths and incorporated in the
gypsum plaster, anisucl; bers are of such ra ter that am an almost comlete or 1 dis (5U ofTi�erent diameters but arein any event extremely small or �ne. Thus, a �ber
having a diameter of about 0.00024 inch which is commercially available, has been found to be highly effective as will be described in detail herein- 65 after.

The glass �ber material utilized under the present invention is one that is loosely bonded or associated as y a bondin material th I S, Within the range of lg inch to one
inch so as to a�ord short sectionsor bundles of �bers, each bundle being formed by a cut length of a strand, and it has been found that a length of about one- 75 half inch
is very satisfactory. Under the presirpmthe aserc Such drawn glass �bers, of course, maybe 8 I I a I I FIT-33 5, an

r the indiviua l f i i x �laments which make up each bundle or short section of strand tend to remain together in their bundle in the course of a short dry-mixing operation
with the other components of the plaster composition, although there is a substantial separation of the �laments from their bundles as such dry-mixing progresses.

In this short bundle-like form, the strength and resilience of the bundles and of the �bers is su�iciently high to prevent breaking of the strand or the individual �bers or
�laments by the forces that may be applied thereto in a mixing operation. Moreover, the strength and springiness of the individual �bers and the bundles as compared to
the forces that may be applied thereto in a dry or wet mixing operation with the plaster is su�icient to preventthc formation of swirls, balls or agglomerate masses.
Hence, in mixing operation that is applied to a composition which includes relatively short bundles of loosely bonded drawn glass �bers as aforesaid is effective primarily
to produce uniformity of distribution of the bundles and individual �bers throughout the mass of material. As hereinabove pointed out, the dry mixing operation does in
fact cause separation of individual �bers or small groups of �bers from the bundles. but such action is relatively slow so long as the water soluble or water softenable
binder is not subjected to the action of water. Such dry mixingmay, of course, be carried on until the �bers have been completely separated from their a continuous mixer
causes practically omplete,

epa ra 1011 o e 11 v1 ua rawn glass �bers 5 0 lr%;l �Thii'iitile"lorms w "mum vua, glass 'er's are almost com letely dispersed in bundles and completely dispersed in the
dry mix, but this is usually considered unnecessary in view of the ease of dispersion in the �nal wet mix. The preliminary distribution of the bundles and individual glass
�bers in a short dry mixing operation serves, however, to simplify small batch usage of the mixture, as well as to simplify the wet mixing operation and when the water is
fed into the plaster composition in the wet mixer,.the

action of the water immediately dissolves or oftens e in r suc an ex ent that a relative� short wet �liiilnv oper"ati'7rperformo ed) asa 6 present invention attains the
desired improvement in the physical characteristics of the resulting casts, as will be described in some detail hereinafter.

.mbem o drawn Wd un tion is from 0.03% t t sum plaster, and the length of the �bers may be varied between about ,4; inch and one inch, and it is to be understood of
course, that the present invention contemplates the use of small added quantities of retarders, accelerators, starghes or core adhesivesa'hdthmem mar-mania as well as
the addition of weight reducing foam and core adhesive when the present invention is employed in the manufacture of gypsum wallboard or like products.

For purposes of comparison with conventional gypsum wallboard, wallboard was made in half inch thickness in a board plant with the usual equipment to afford four
different kinds of board in substantial quantities, the �rst of which was a conventional paper surfaced board, identi�ed hereinafter as board A, including 2 of sawdust as
well as the usual amount of core adhesive, and the usual amount of weight-reducing foam. The usual amount or core adhesive is about 1% or less of the combined
weight of the dry constituents, and in the present instance of one percent of gelatinized starch was used, based on the combined weight or the dry plaster and sawdust.

Boards B, C and D were prepared with the same paper, and the same core adhesive and foam content, but the sawdust component was eliminated, and board B
contained 0.05% of drawn textile glass �ber in inch lengths and dispersed in the mixture as above described; board 0 contained 0.1% of such �ber; while board D
contained 0.25% of such textile glass �ber. By reason of the reduction in �ber content that was effected in boards B, C and D, there was of course a corresponding
increase in the amount of gypsum plaster employed.

With the exception of the elimination of the sawdust component and the use of small quantities of drawn textile glass �bers in boards, B, C, and D, these boards were in
all respects the same as the regular board A which was made to serve as a standard of comparison.

After the aforesaid boards had been made,

ent venn-vm e composition being afforded by calcined gypor ance with these boards were subjected to a series of somewhat empirical tests designed to afford a more or
less numerical basis for comparing the various desirable physical qualities or characteristics of such boards. The results of these tests are included in the following
table. and the precise nature of the tests will be described following of the,direction:5�lTeli�Ividual �bersthaiLthe no such table:

Table I Board B,0.05% Board 0,01% BoardD,0.25% i? �ber �ber �ber 5 3 I Whipping Test: Number 11 10 15 7.

of whips to break. Shock Test: Dro ofWeight.... �inches winches 13 inches Oinches. Small Furnace est: With 4% 45mim1tesplusL. 45 min. plus 45 min. plus l�iminutes.

:b load midway between 0 s. Nailing'i r satisiacto ood ood. Breakingwhen red wide fairlygoo d t.-- -Fmdo 8 Do. Resistance to Crushing by [air do Do.

Hammerblow.

1 Board B with 0.05% �ber cracked rather badly in the above test.

- The whipping test is one that is quite important from a practical standpoint in that it simulates a condition that is often encountered in the handling or installation of
plaster wallboard. Thus in this test the opposite ends of 4 foot by 8 foot sheet of plaster board are grasped by two men and the board is moved up and down so as to
cause the central portion of the board to bow downwardly and then upwardly with what might be termed a whipping action. In such handling, any weakness inthe board is
liable to cause breakage, and by counting the number of whips or up and down movements necessary to break such a board, a munerical index is afforded which is
representative of the strength characteristics of the board.

The shock test was made by supporting a piece of board one foot wide and four feet long on three feet centers, and in this instance the grain of the paper extended
transversely of the width of the sample. A loading board was then placed in the center of the span and a sling arrangement was attached to the loading board. A weight
of 660 grams was then attached to the sling by means of a rope. This weight was raised up one inch and then dropped and this dropping action was repeated through
progressively larger distances, the increase between drops being one inchin each instance, and this was continued until failure or breakage of the test board. The results
of this test were indicated by the number of inches of the �nal dropping movement of such weight. In the furnace test the board samples were :nailed on 6-inch centers to
the lower faces of joists spaced on 16-inch centers and a 4 lb. load was placed on the board midway between the joists. The board as thus supported formed what may
be termed the upper wall of the furnace and the temperature developed in the furnace was substantially 1200 to 1300 degrees F. at the end of minutes and was thereafter
maintained at 1300 to 1500 degrees F.

The nailing test is performed by driving 5 penny cement coated wallboard nails into a wallboard near an open or out edge, and observing whether and to what extent the
plaster core splits out or breaks. The �rst such nail was driven at a point inch in from the cut edge of the board, and successive nails were driven at points located
progressively close to such edge.



The break test was performed by cutting one paper cover of the board along a straight line entirely across the sample, and then breaking to determine whether the board
would break along a straight line as is desired in use of such board.

The test relating to resistance to hammer blows was performed by striking the boards near an open or cut edge and at different distances from the edge, and the quality
of the board in this respect is judged by the extent to which the core shatters or �ies out of such edge in response to the blows.

The tests included in Table I show that as'co'mpared with conventional plaster wallboard as represented by board A, boards B, C and D attain a marked improvement in
respect to �re resistance, while boards C and D attain satisfactory characteristics in the other tests.

In a �re test conducted on board D, hereinabove described, at the Underwriters Laboratories', Chicago, Illinois, such board was installed as the covering on a load-bearing
partition and tested according to the Standard Methods of Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials,

A. S. T. M.'Designation E119-50. In such test board D attained a �re resistance rating of 51 minutes, seconds, which far exceeds any rating given any half-inch, paper
covered plasterboard heretofore tested in such a load-bearing partition �re test. One highly signi�cant feature of such test was that in contrast with the cracking and
falling of the plasterboard which was always experienced in prior load-bearing partition tests of ordinary one-half inch plaster wallboards, board D remained intact and in
place on the wall or partition at the end of such 51- minute, 25-second period, and the failure which determined the extent the rating granted was based on weakening
and bowing of the studs due to charring.

It is recognized, of course, that in plaster wallboard, particularly in relatively thin wallboards, the strength characteristics are in�uenced in a large measure by the strength
of the paper liners and in order to afford a basis for determining the action of the drawn textile glass �bers in the absence of such paper liners or the like, slabs were
made in half-inch thickness and without 25 paper liners. In the following table, slabs of this kind are shown which were made without �ber content of any kind and with
2% of �ne �brous sawdust as a �ber, in addition to several different samples including different percentages of drawn textile glass �bers cut in half-inch lengths as
hereinbefore described. These samples of course did not include weight-reducing foam, nor did they include core adhesive, but were made solely with gypsum plaster, or
with plaster and sawdust or drawn textile glass �bers as indicated in the following table which shows the transverse strength of the respective samples.

Results of these tests:

The tests relating to the transverse strength of the board were in the nature of beam tests in which a sample of about 16 inches in length and 55 12 inches in width was
placed across two knifeedge supports disposed 14 inches apart, and a load was applied gradually by a knife-edge memher to the upper face of the sample midway
between the two load supports.

In the foregoing examples and tests it was observed that the presence of core adhesive such as gelatinized starch in the commercially pro duced-Wallboard samples B,
C, and D had the effect of increasing the bond of the set gypsum 55 with the drawn glass �bers.

In all of theexamples of the invention it was observed that at least one desirable characteristic in the cast was enhanced by the presence or use of drawn textile glass
�bers, and this was particularly true in respect to resistance to the heat of a �re.

The advantageous characteristics have been described herein as observed in plasterboard or in thin casts or panels, but it will be evident that these improved
characteristics are applicable to 9 plaster molding and molded plaster products generally.

From the foregoing it will be apparent that the present invention enables gypsum plaster to be bodied and strengthened in a practical and economical manner through the
use of drawn textile glass �bers so that the physical characteristics of the resulting casts are improved in many different ways and to a great and unexpected extent. In
the ensuing claims, terms such as strands, "strand sections, or bundles," refer to the basic glass textile units which are formed in the manufacture of glass textiles, each
such unit comprising a multiplicity of individual glass textile �laments; and the individual �lament components of said basic glass textile units are and uniformly
distributed throughout said gypsum plaster.

2. {The method recited in claim 1, wherein said individual glass �laments comprise not substantially more than 1.0% and notsubsta'ntially less than 0.03% by vv'eight of
the total weight'of the ypsum plaster and individual glass �laments.

3. In a method of producing sum plaster casts, the steps comprising cutting into short bundles glass textile strands, each bundle consisting of. a plurality of individual,
substantially straight, resilient glass textile �laments bonded together by a water-softenable binder with a su�ciently weak bond to enable separation of said �laments
from said bundles during agitation for mixing said bundles with a plaster and water, introducing said bundles into gypsum plaster, and agitating said bundles in said
plaster in the presence of water to disperse individual �laments from said bundles throughout said plaster.

4. The method recited in claim 3, wherein the individual glass�laments comprise substantially less than 1% and not substantially less than .03% of the total weight of the
gypsum plaster and individual glass �laments.

5. In a plaster board, a body member having paper covers on opposite faces thereof, said body member comprising set gypsum plaster as the major ingredient, and also
containing a. reinforcing ingredient consisting essentially of short, substantially straight, resilient, �exible, individual textile glass �laments, said individual textile lass
�laments being individually and uniformly distributed throughout said body member.

6. The combination recited in claim 5 wherein said individual �laments comprise not substantially less than .03% and not substantially more than /2% by weight of the
total weight of the gypsum plaster and �lament components.

'7. A composition convertible by water addition and mixing to a moldable and settable plastic mass, said composition comprising calcined gypsum plaster as the major
ingredient and short sections of glass textile strands each composed of substantially straight, resilient, �exible, individual textile glass �laments, bound into said strand
sections by a water softenable binder, said �laments lying closely together in substantially parallel relationship in said sections, and the bonding of said �laments being
sui�ciently weak to enable separation of said �laments from said sections and dispersal thereof individually throughout said plaster as an incident to agitation for mixing
said sections and plaster in the presence of water.

8. A composition as recited in claim 7. wherein said sections of textile glass �laments comprise from .03% to 1% by weight of the total weight of the gypsum plaster and
glass �laments.

9. A cast resistant to �re and mechanical slmck comprising set gypsum plaster as the major ingredient, and also containing a reinforcing ingredient consisting essentially
of short, substantially straight, resilient, �exible. individual textile glass �laments, said individual textile glass �laments being distributed individually and uniformly
throughout said cast.
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Publication number Priority date Publication date Assignee Title

NL49883C *

US406585A * 1889-07-09 Material for the treatment of walls

US2198776A * 1936-08-29 1940-04-30 United States Gypsum Co Water-resistant cementitious product

US2352201A * 1941-05-23 1944-06-27 Benjamin Liebowitz Composition of matter

GB587556A * 1944-09-12 1947-04-29 Harold Andrew Moscona Improvements in or relating to the manufacture of concrete

US2425883A * 1941-08-08 1947-08-19 John G Jackson Concrete structural element reinforced with glass �laments

US2526066A * 1944-09-08 1950-10-17 Certain Teed Prod Corp Plastic composition materials and products made therefrom
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Publication number Priority date Publication date Assignee Title

US2871134A * 1954-11-22 1959-01-27 Celotex Corp Gypsum products and process of manufacture

US2970127A * 1954-12-28 1961-01-31 Owens Corning Fiberglass
Corp

Glass reinforced gypsum composition and process of preparation

DE1174675B * 1955-11-28 1964-07-23 Gyproc Products Ltd A process for preparing acoustically effective Formkoerper

US3166808A * 1958-08-18 1965-01-26 Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co Core reinforcement means

US3459571A * 1966-01-10 1969-08-05 Owens Corning Fiberglass
Corp

Reinforced hydraulic cements and casts therefrom

US3462341A * 1968-07-16 1969-08-19 Owens Corning Fiberglass
Corp

Gypsum wallboard

US3650785A * 1970-04-16 1972-03-21 United States Steel Corp Portland cement compositions reinforced with non-round �laments

DE2416633A1 * 1973-04-16 1974-10-17 Bekaert Sa Nv reinforcement

US3948673A * 1973-10-19 1976-04-06 Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corporation

Water soluble sizing for glass �bers and glass �bers sized therewith

US4067939A * 1974-08-07 1978-01-10 Lowe James N Casting of articles containing calcined gypsum

US4293343A * 1978-02-03 1981-10-06 Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corporation

Mortars and cements having improved freeze-thaw properties and method of
achieving same

US4296169A * 1980-02-04 1981-10-20 Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corporation

Wallboard having improved drying rate due to plural contacting �ber
networks

US4307867A * 1979-12-06 1981-12-29 Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corporation

Molds for slip-casting and similar processes

US4364883A * 1979-04-23 1982-12-21 Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corporation

Ceramic products and method of drying same

US4557973A * 1983-12-28 1985-12-10 United States Gypsum
Company

Fire resistant gypsum board containing mineral wool �bers and method

US4647486A * 1983-12-28 1987-03-03 United States Gypsum
Company

Fire resistant gypsum board . . . anhydrite

US4664707A * 1985-04-09 1987-05-12 Georgia-Paci�c Corporation Fire resistant gypsum composition

US4722866A * 1985-04-09 1988-02-02 Georgia-Paci�c Corporation Fire resistant gypsum board

EP0258064A2 * 1986-08-28 1988-03-02 Winroc Holdings Ltd. High-strength, �re-resistant gypsum composition

DE4011793C1 * 1990-04-12 1991-12-12 Redco N.V., Kapelle-Op-Den-
Bos, Be

US5148645A * 1984-02-27 1992-09-22 Georgia-Paci�c Corporation Use of �brous mat-faced gypsum board in shaft wall assemblies and
improved �re resistant board

US5401588A * 1992-12-23 1995-03-28 Georgia-Paci�c Resins Inc. Gypsum micro�ber sheet material



US5644880A * 1984-02-27 1997-07-08 Georgia-Paci�c Corporation Gypsum board and systems containing same

US5704179A * 1984-02-27 1998-01-06 Georgia-Paci�c Corporation Finishing and roof deck systems containing �brous mat-faced gypsum
boards

US20030010258A1 * 2000-11-10 2003-01-16 Yoshiaki Fukuda Composition for building material and building material

US6562430B1 1999-02-19 2003-05-13 W.R. Grace & Co.-Conn Packeting �bers for castable compositions

US20040084127A1 * 2000-01-05 2004-05-06 Porter John Frederick Methods of making smooth reinforced cementitious boards

US20040142618A1 * 2003-01-21 2004-07-22 Saint Gobain Technical
Fabrics

Facing material with controlled porosity for construction boards

US20040152379A1 * 2003-01-30 2004-08-05 Mclarty George C. Textile reinforced wallboard

US20050263925A1 * 2004-05-27 2005-12-01 Heseltine Robert W Fire-resistant gypsum

US20070068424A1 * 2005-09-26 2007-03-29 Amil Fornatora Water Resistant Stucco Product

US20070141522A1 * 2005-12-21 2007-06-21 Borders Harley A Burner apparatus and methods for making inorganic �bers

US7802452B2 2005-12-21 2010-09-28 Johns Manville Processes for making inorganic �bers

US8070895B2 2007-02-12 2011-12-06 United States Gypsum
Company

Water resistant cementitious article and method for preparing same

US8329308B2 2009-03-31 2012-12-11 United States Gypsum
Company

Cementitious article and method for preparing the same

EP1701926B1 2003-12-10 2016-03-02 Saint-Gobain Placo Organic-inorganic composite

Family To Family Citations

* Cited by examiner, † Cited by third party, ‡ Family to family citation

Similar Documents

Publication Publication Date Title

US3645961A 1972-02-29 Impact resistant concrete admixture

US5558710A 1996-09-24 Gypsum/cellulosic �ber acoustical tile composition

US5395438A 1995-03-07 Mineral wool-free acoustical tile composition

US5305577A 1994-04-26 Fire-resistant structure containing gypsum �berboard

US6391958B1 2002-05-21 Strengthened, light weight wallboard and method and apparatus for making the same

US4879173A 1989-11-07 Glass mat with reinforcing binder

US4532176A 1985-07-30 Fibrous material comprised of vermiculite coated �bers

US5725652A 1998-03-10 Lightweight, low water content expanded shale, clay and slate cementitious compositions and methods of their production and use

US6319312B1 2001-11-20 Strengthened, light weight wallboard and method and apparatus for making the same

US20040168615A1 2004-09-02 Fiber cement composite materials using bleached cellulose �bers

US4296169A 1981-10-20 Wallboard having improved drying rate due to plural contacting �ber networks

US4265979A 1981-05-05 Method for the production of glass �ber-reinforced gypsum sheets and gypsum board formed therefrom

US20020017222A1 2002-02-14 Strengthened, light weight construction board

Song et al. 2005 Strength properties of nylon-and polypropylene-�ber-reinforced concretes

US5108679A 1992-04-28 Process for the production of concrete building products

US4233368A 1980-11-11 Method for the production of glass �ber-reinforced gypsum sheets and gypsum board formed therefrom

US3908062A 1975-09-23 Fire-resistant, composite panel and method of making same

US2156311A 1939-05-02 Cement �ber product

US5347780A 1994-09-20 Gypsum �berboard door frame

US5080022A 1992-01-14 Composite material and method



US4414030A 1983-11-08 Fiber-reinforced cement, and process

US5366549A 1994-11-22 Method for fabricating �ber-reinforced slag gypsum cement-based, lightweight set articles

US4725632A 1988-02-16 Cementitious composition

US5723226A 1998-03-03 Gypsum-containing compositions and �re-resistant articles

US4902347A 1990-02-20 Polyamide �bers, microsilica and Portland cement composites and method for production

Priority And Related Applications

Priority Applications (1)

Application Priority date Filing date Title

US2681863A 1951-07-07 1951-07-07 Plaster compositions and products

Applications Claiming Priority (1)

Application Filing date Title

US2681863A 1951-07-07 Plaster compositions and products
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